
HOMER ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION APRIL 16, 2014 

491 E PIONEER AVENUE 5:30 WEDNESDAY 

HOMER, ALASKA COWLES COUNCIL CHAMBERS 

 

 

 

WORK SESSION AGENDA 

 

 

 

1. Call to Order 5:30 p.m.  

 

2. Guest Speaker Chris Story with Kachemak Board of Realtors  

 

3. Discussion of Items on the Regular Meeting Agenda 

 

4. Public Comments 
The public may speak to the Planning Commission regarding matters on the work session agenda that are not scheduled 

for public hearing or plat consideration.  (3 minute time limit). 

 

5. Commission Comments 

 

6. Adjournment 
 





HOMER ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION  APRIL 16, 2014 

491 E PIONEER AVENUE  6:30 WEDNESDAY 

HOMER, ALASKA  COWLES COUNCIL CHAMBERS 

 

 

 

REGULAR MEETING AGENDA 
 

1. Call to Order 
 

2. Approval of Agenda 
 

3. Public Comment 
The public may speak to the Planning Commission regarding matters on the agenda that are not scheduled for public hearing or plat 

consideration.  (3 minute time limit).  
 

4. Reconsideration 
 

5. Adoption of Consent Agenda 
All items on the consent agenda are considered routine and non-controversial by the Planning Commission and are approved in one 

motion.   There will be no separate discussion of these items unless requested by a Planning Commissioner or someone from the 

public, in which case the item will be moved to the regular agenda and considered in normal sequence. 

A.  Approval of Minutes of March 19, 2014 meeting     pg. 5
 

6. Presentations 
 

7.  Reports 

 A. Staff Report PL 14-31, City Planner’s Report     pg. 11  
 

8. Public Hearings 
Testimony limited to 3 minutes per speaker. The Commission conducts Public Hearings by hearing a staff report, presentation by the 

applicant, hearing public testimony and then acting on the Public Hearing items.  The Commission may question the public.  Once the 

public hearing is closed the Commission cannot hear additional comments on the topic.  The applicant is not held to the 3 minute 

time limit. 

A. Staff Report PL 14-33, Conditional Use Permit (CUP) 2014-05 Request to allow building into the front setback at 

320 W Pioneer Avenue       pg. 27
 

B. Staff Report PL 14-34, Request for exemption from the Bridge Creek Watershed Protection District, Lot 4, Tulin 

East Highlands Subdivision, 1270 Don’s Drive    pg. 49
 

9. Plat Consideration 
 A. Staff Report PL 14-32, Harrington Heights 2014 Replat Preliminary Plat    pg. 61
 

10. Pending Business 
 A. Staff Report PL 14-36, Itinerant Merchants (IM) and Mobile Food Service (MFS) April 16, 2014    pg. 73
 

11. New Business 
A. Staff Report PL 14-35, Discussion on moving a lot line in the Bridge Creek Watershed Protection District, 

decreasing the size of a lot     pg. 99
 

12. Informational Materials  

 A. City Manager’s Report from the March 24, 2014 City Council Meeting     pg. 103
 B. Letter from Faith Lutheran Church Planning Board RE: changeable copy signs in the Gateway Business District.pg. 107
 C. KPB Platt Committee Notice of Meeting in Homer Monday, April 14, 2014 at Land’s End Resort  pg. 109
 D. KPB Plat Committee Notice of Decisions 

• Barnett’s South Slope Sub. Quiet Creek Park Revised Preliminary Plat  pg. 111
• Mattox Subdivision 2014 Preliminary Plat   pg. 145
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13. Comments of the Audience 
Members of the audience may address the Commission on any subject.  (3 minute time limit)    

 

14.  Comments of Staff 
 

15. Comments of the Commission 
 

16.  Adjournment 
Meetings will adjourn promptly at 9:30 p.m.  An extension is allowed by a vote of the Commission. 

Next regular meeting is scheduled for May 7, 2014. A work session will be held at 5:30 pm. 



HOMER ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION UNAPPROVED 

REGULAR MEETING MINUTES 

MARCH 19, 2014 
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Session 14-06, a Regular Meeting of the Homer Advisory Planning Commission was called to order by 

Chair Venuti at 6:30 p.m. on March 19, 2014 at the City Hall Cowles Council Chambers located at 491 E. 

Pioneer Avenue, Homer, Alaska. 

 

PRESENT: COMMISSIONERS BOS, HIGHLAND, SLONE, STEAD, STROOZAS, VENUTI 

 

ABSENT: SONNEBORN 

 

STAFF:  CITY PLANNER ABBOUD 

  DEPUTY CITY CLERK JACOBSEN 

  PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR MEYER 

   

Approval of Agenda 
 

Chair Venuti called for a motion to approve the agenda. 

 

HIGHLAND/BOS SO MOVED. 

 

There was no discussion. 

 

VOTE: NON OBJECTION: UNANIMOUS CONSENT 

  

Motion carried. 

 

Public Comment 
The public may speak to the Planning Commission regarding matters on the agenda that are not scheduled for public 

hearing or plat consideration.  (3 minute time limit).  

 

None 

 

Reconsideration 
 

Adoption of Consent Agenda 
All items on the consent agenda are considered routine and non-controversial by the Planning Commission and are 

approved in one motion.   There will be no separate discussion of these items unless requested by a Planning Commissioner 

or someone from the public, in which case the item will be moved to the regular agenda and considered in normal sequence. 

 

A.  Approval of Minutes of March 5,  2104  meeting 

B. Decision and Findings for CUP 2014-04 for a Fire Station at 188 Skyline Drive 

 

Chair Venuti called for a motion to adopt the consent agenda. 

 

HIGHLAND/BOS SO MOVED. 

 

There was no discussion. 

 

VOTE: NON OBJECTION: UNANIMOUS CONSENT 
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Motion carried.  

 

Presentations 
 

Reports  

 

A. Staff Report PL 14-27, City Planner’s Report  

 

City Planner Abboud reviewed his staff report.  There was brief discussion relating to the Board of 

Realtors comments about relaxing the Bridge Creek Watershed District regulations. He reviewed his 

trip to Denver for the New Partners for Growth Conference and discussion ensued regarding 

regulations of marijuana sales, as it may be happing soon in Alaska. 

 

Public Hearings 
Testimony limited to 3 minutes per speaker. The Commission conducts Public Hearings by hearing a staff report, 

presentation by the applicant, hearing public testimony and then acting on the Public Hearing items.  The Commission may 

question the public.  Once the public hearing is closed the Commission cannot hear additional comments on the topic.  The 

applicant is not held to the 3 minute time limit. 

 

A. Staff Report 14-24, Ordinance 14-09(A), An Ordinance of the City Council of Homer, Alaska, 

Amending Homer City Code 21.12.020, “Permitted Uses and Structures”, to Expand the 

Permitted Uses in the Rural Residential District to Include the Addition of a Detached Dwelling 

Unit as an Accessory to a Single Family Dwelling on a Lot Serviced by City Water and Sewer 

Services and on a lot that is over one acre not serviced by city water and sewer services.  

 

City Planner Abboud reviewed his staff report. 

 

Chair Venuti opened the public hearing. 

 

Ted Schmidt, city resident, said at first blush he was concerned because over the last few years he has 

heard Council comments about how the water and sewer has trouble has financing their 

infrastructure because one of the problems is that there aren’t enough residents tied in to it. He is also 

aware of a desire to bring water up West Hill to complete a loop in the system. He doesn’t think it is a 

financial possibility in some of these areas because of larger lot sizes.  People knew that when buying 

those lots and it was their preference when they bought them. He feels like this is a left handed way to 

say you can’t do this with your property because you aren’t on city water and sewer. He thinks each 

lot should be examined on its own basis as there are a lot of steep slopes and wetlands.  

 

There was discussion with the City Planner about the process already in place for a conditional use 

permit process for the larger rural residential lots.  Mr. Schmidt raised issue of an action by a previous 

planning commission approving two duplexes with a community septic system in an area where there 

were wells less than 200 feet away on other properties.  City Planner Abboud said he couldn’t speak 

for to a past action, but it is a reason that these should come for review by the Commission through 

the CUP process. 

 

There were no further comments and the public hearing was closed. 
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HIGHLAND/SLONE MOVED TO RECOMMEND COUNCIL ADOPTION OF ORDINANCE 14-09 AN 

ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF HOMER, ALASKA, AMENDING HOMER CITY CODE 21.12.020, 

“PERMITTED USES AND STRUCTURES”, TO EXPAND THE PERMITTED USES IN THE RURAL 

RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT TO INCLUDE THE ADDITION OF A DETACHED DWELLING UNIT AS AN 

ACCESSORY TO A SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING ON A LOT SERVICED BY CITY WATER AND SEWER 

SERVICES. 

 

Commissioner Highland said she moved to adopt the ordinance without the amendment based on 

the concerns raised at their previous meeting. The lots that are not serviced by water and sewer 

should get conditional use permits because of issues with soils, water, and review of the best interest 

for the area. The CUP process gives notice to property owners in the area and special conditions or 

considerations for review. Those are some of the reasons they had discussed previously as to why 

they felt lots without city water and sewer should still be addressed through a CUP. 

 

Commissioner Slone agrees with disapproving the amendment. His main reasoning is because of lots 

that are not large enough to accommodate sewer systems that won’t contaminate wells on adjacent 

properties that are downhill from the development. 

 

Commissioner Stroozas agreed that those are valid points.  

 

Commissioner Stead commented that the way it’s written now, you have to have two acres so saying 

a lot that is 1.1 acres can automatically have an accessory use doesn’t fit. He doesn’t think it is very 

well thought out amendment to what the Commission sent to Council, and supports the motion to 

adopt the original ordinance as written.  

 

Commissioner Bos doesn’t think it could be permitted outright regardless of how big the property is.  

He recognized that septic’s are rated based on bedroom count. He raised concerns about being able 

to add another residence to a property with a septic when you don’t know the status of the drain field, 

unless you ask the applicant to have it investigated. It will just add to the “buyer beware” list that the 

next person will have to deal with. He is adamant that we need to stop those situations.  

 

City Planner Abboud reviewed the process by the City and by DEC relating to septics which includes 

an engineered plan to be done by a certified installer.  There has to be a space for the septic and 

enough space to replace it, and hopefully in those spaces they won’t harm a neighboring well.  

 

There was brief discussion relating to building inspections and that if the City had a building inspector 

it would be much easier to do something like this.  

 

VOTE: NON OBJECTION: UNANIMOUS CONSENT. 

 

Motion carried. 

 

Plat Consideration 
 

 

Pending Business 
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A. Staff Report PL 14-29, Storm Water & Green Infrastructure, March 19, 2014 
 

City Planner Abboud reviewed the staff report and touched on some comments that Public Works 

Director Meyer made during the worksession.   

 

There was discussion about the Corps of Engineers and that they interested in regulatory wetlands, 

and also areas of moving water, like creeks and streams.  The general won’t comment on 

development outside of the regulatory areas.  It was noted that the Corps doesn’t look at the 

cumulative effect from development in an area, and it makes you wonder who is looking at the big 

picture. 

 

Runoff from the Quiet Creek Subdivision area came up in discussion and how it may cause issues for 

the high school and also that some of the runoff goes down to the Mattox area as well. City Planner 

Abboud noted that the high school itself is a major contributor to runoff. It is an existing issue that is 

compounding.   

 

The Commissioners acknowledged that it’s important to consider what is happening below the 

surface. The surface runoff is one thing, but then you have the subsurface runoff that many times isn’t 

very deep and it punches out into little springs.  The Storm Water and Melt Water Management and 

Mitigation Plan for Homer Alaska is a really good start. Considering it in conjunction with the 

information from the Soil & Water Conservation District and NRCS provides a lot of information to 

work with.  

 

City Planner Abboud noted they can look through that information for policies which can be adopted, 

but creating a regulatory boundary is a different thing.  To prohibit development in the areas that the 

drainage is marked and take away the right of the property owner isn’t necessarily the right thing to 

do. It creates a whole new environment.  

 

They continued to discuss concerns with subdividing and its effect on the already existing issue with 

downstream runoff.  They also acknowledged that they need to work on incremental changes as they 

move forward.  

 

New Business 

 

A. Staff Report PL 14-30, Vacancies and Absences  

 

City Planner Abboud touched on the staff report recommendations relating to Commissioner 

Sonneborn’s absences.  Chair Venuti advised the Commission that she submitted her resignation from 

the Commission so no action is necessary. 

 

Commissioner Slone expressed his desire to propose a bylaw amendment relating to Commission 

absences. There was brief discussion regarding the Commission’s absences as defined by their bylaws 

and the discrepancy with City Code.  
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SLONE/HIGHLAND MOVED TO INCORPORATE A BYLAW CHANGE TO STATE THAT A COMMISSIONER 

SHALL ANNOUNCE UNDER CLOSING COMMENTS A KNOWN INTENT TO MISS A SUBSEQUENT MEETING; 

AND AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH MEETING THE CHAIR SHALL ANNOUNCE THE STATUS OF A 

COMMISSIONER WHO IS ABSENT.  

 

Discussion ensued relating to absences and that perhaps these aren’t necessarily rules that needs to 

be incorporated into the Commission’s bylaws. 

 

VOTE: YES: SLONE 

 NO: BOS, STEAD, HIGHLAND, VENUTI, STROOZAS 

 

Motion failed. 

 

Informational Materials 

 

A. DOT& PF Open House Notice for Sterling Highway & Main Street Intersection Improvements 

B. KPB Plat Committee Notice of Decision Re: Tietjen Sub. Compass Addition Replat Preliminary 

Plat 

C. KPB Planning Commission Notice of Decision Re: Tulin Terrace Sub. East Terrace Addn. Time 

Extension Request 

D. City Manager Report from the March 10, 2014 City Council Meeting 

E. Letter from Virginia Tornes Re: Mattox Subdivision 2014 Preliminary Plat 

F.  Email from City Attorney, Thomas Klinkner Re: Open Meetings and Advisory Commissions 
 

The Commission acknowledged the letter from Virginia Tornes.  City Planner Abboud will draft a letter 

of acknowledgement from the Commission for Chair Venuti to sign. 
 

Comments of the Audience 
Members of the audience may address the Commission on any subject.  (3 minute time limit)    

 

None  

 

Comments of Staff 

 

City Planner Abboud advised he will be absent at the next meeting and possibly the one after.  

 

Comments of the Commission 

 

Commissioner Stroozas said it is good to be home. 

 

Commissioner Stead advised that he will be absent at the next meeting. 

 

Commissioner Bos said it was a good meeting. 

 

Commissioner Slone had no comment. 
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Commissioner Highland said she is excited about working on storm water and green infrastructure 

and seeing if they can come up with something.  

 

Chair Venuti said it was an interesting meeting.  He encouraged everyone to find prospects for the 

open seat. 

 

Adjourn 

 

There being no further business to come before the Commission, the meeting adjourned at 8:39 p.m. 

The next regular meeting is scheduled for April 2, 2014 at 6:30 p.m. in the City Hall Cowles Council 

Chambers.  

 

 

        

MELISSA JACOBSEN, CMC, DEPUTY CITY CLERK 

 

Approved:        
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STAFF REPORT PL 14-31 

 

TO:   Homer Advisory Planning Commission 

FROM:  Planning Staff 

MEETING: April 16, 2014 

SUBJECT: City Planner’s Report 

 

 

Faith Lutheran Church has submitted a request to amend the sign code to allow an 

internally illuminated sign in the Gateway Business District.  They are requesting that a 

member of the Planning Commission sponsor an ordinance. If any member of the HAPC 

would like to pursue an amendment please let staff know. If no member of the Commission 

wishes to support this, the congregation can also approach a council member, or file a 

petition per city code. (HCC 21.94) 

 

New City Code:  Travis will provide you with new copies of the City code, and the revised 

bylaws as adopted.  

 

City Council –see attached resolutions. 

 

Sign workshops:   Dotti held two sign workshops recently. Hosting Signs for Thriving 

Businesses in the Chamber’s conference room seems to encourage dialogue amongst the 

business owners.  Sign manufactures are also invited and the business owners seem to 

appreciate their attendance and are very inquisitive of their expertise.  Approximately a 

dozen different business owners attended, all considering new signs this spring.   

 

 

Homer Chamber of Commerce “Business after Hours” with the EDC and the HAPC is 

tentatively scheduled for Thursday, May 15th. The Planning and Economic Development 

Commissions are hosting the event, with a few staff.  It would be great to have one or two 

commissioners volunteer to work with Katie Koester on the finer details of the event.   

 

 

Attachments: 

PARC Project Overview 

Resolution 14-039 (HAPC Bylaws) 

Resolution 14-040 (Disbanding the TAC and assigning tasks to HAPC) 
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Park Art Recreation and Culture Needs Assessment 

PARC Mission Statement 

 
To determine the resources and prioritize the needs for our community concerning parks, arts, recreation 

and culture facilities and programs. (10-15 year outlook) 

 

 

Project Overview 
 

Needs Assessment Goals:  

 

1. Identify existing and potential resources 

 a. How do people use their spare time? 

b. Program resources: who offers what, when and how often? 

 c. Identify locations and facilities used 

d. How are existing programs and facilities funded?  

 e. List City responsibilities --- parks, maintenance, campgrounds, budget, income,  

 f. Identify volunteer efforts  

 

2. Survey what programs and facilities are desired by the community 

 

3. Conduct a Gap Analysis between haves and wants 

 a. Include future demographic trends 

b. Identify barriers to access, (money, time, space/facilities, lack of information) 

 c. Consultant to provide an analysis on trends, observations and patterns of results 

 

4. Measure community values for art, recreation and quality of life 

a. What level of importance do citizens place on the availability of these services? 

b. Are Culture and Recreation essential services? 

c. Is it important that they be available to all income levels? 

 

5. Funding Mechanisms 

a. How could new programs and structures be funded?  
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STAFF REPORT PL 14-33 

 

TO: Homer Advisory Planning Commission 

THROUGH: Julie Engebretsen, Deputy City Planner 

FROM: Dotti Harness-Foster, Planning Technician  

MEETING: April 16, 2014 

SUBJECT: CUP 14-05 at 320 W. Pioneer Avenue, Windjammer Suites 

 
 

Request action: Conduct a public hearing and make a decision on this application. This is a quasi-judicial action.  

 

SYNOPSIS:  The Windjammer Suites proposes to build a covered deck on the east side of the existing 

motel/apartment building, facing Pioneer Ave.  If approved, the covered deck will extend 10 feet into the 20 

foot building setback along Pioneer Avenue.   In the Central Business District, a reduced setback is allowed 

with an approved Conditional Use Permit (CUP) per HCC 21.18.040(b)(4).   

 

Applicants:  Terry and Jonnie Yager    

Property owners:   John and Norma Smith 

Location:    320 W. Pioneer Avenue, Windjammer Suites 

Parcel ID:    17515102 

Legal:     Long legal see Public Notice 

Lot Size(s) 0.66 acres 

Zoning Designation: Central Business District       

Existing Land Use: Motel/apartment complex  

Surrounding Land Use:  North:  Residential, Hostel and Vacant 

  South: Business and HERC site 

 East: Business and vacant 

 West: Business and Homer Middle School 

Comprehensive Plan: Land use goals are described in section (i) 

Wetland Status: No wetlands are shown on the Homer Wetland Map. 

Flood Plain Status: Zone D, Flood hazards undetermined. 

BCWPD: Not within the Bridge Creek Watershed Protection District 

Utilities: Existing public water and sewer 

Public Notice: Notice was sent to 21 property owners of 20 parcels as shown on 

the KPB tax assessor rolls. 

      

History:  The 2014 as-built survey shows the southeast corner of the building encroaching two-feet into the 

Pioneer Avenue setback.  The Kenai Peninsula Borough tax record indicates that the building was 

constructed in 1975.  In 1975 the Kenai Peninsula Borough did not have setback standards; hence the 
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Windjammer Suites was legally constructed and conformed to the 1975 standards.   Over time the City of 

Homer adopted zoning standards through Title 21 that allows structures in the Central Business District a 

reduce setback if approved by CUP, HCC 21.18.040(b)(4).  

 

Analysis 

This conditional use permit request is to allow the building to encroach 10 feet into 20 foot building 

setback.  The applicant would like to construct an 8 ft by 40 ft covered deck into the setback. Covered 

porches, decks and entrances are included in the measurement of the building per HCC 21.05.020(d).  When 

combined, the building and the proposed covered porch will extend 10-feet into the 20-foot building 

setback along Pioneer Avenue.  

 

Landscaping 

The existing area between the building and Pioneer Ave is paved. Generally, staff does not recommend 

removing pavement to create landscaping. Instead, staff recommends a condition to require planter boxes 

or similar beautification that will improve the aesthetics of the streetscape. Staff discussed this with the 

applicant. He agrees to include flower box plantings along the rim of the deck facing Pioneer Avenue. 

The criteria for granting a Conditional Use Permit is set forth in HCC 21.71.030 and 21.71.040. 

a.   The applicable code authorizes each proposed use and structure by conditional use permit in that 

zoning district.  

Analysis:  The Windjammer Suites has operated as a 16-unit hotel, motel and apartment complex 

since 1975. 

Finding 1:  Hotels, motels, and multi-family dwellings are all permitted uses in the CBD, per HCC 

21.18.020.  HCC 21.08.040(b)(4) allows for a reduced setback along Pioneer Avenue with an approved 

Conditional Use Permit.   

b.   The proposed use(s) and structure(s) are compatible with the purpose of the zoning district in 

which the lot is located. 

 Applicant:  The covered deck will enhance the Pioneer Avenue landscape. 

Purpose of the district:  “The purpose of the Central Business District is primarily to provide a 

centrally located area within the City for general retail shopping, personal and professional services, 

educational institutions, entertainment establishments, restaurants and other business uses listed 

in this chapter. The district is meant to accommodate a mixture of residential and nonresidential 

uses with conflicts being resolved in favor of nonresidential uses. Pedestrian-friendly designs and 

amenities are encouraged.” HCC 21.18.010. 

Finding 2:  The covered porch provides protection from the weather and enhances a pedestrian-

friendly atmosphere along Pioneer Avenue. 
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c.   The value of the adjoining property will not be negatively affected greater than that anticipated 

from other permitted or conditionally permitted uses in this district. 

Applicant:  The covered deck will improve property values.   

Finding 3:  The value of adjoining property will not be negatively affected because this proposal 

improves the exterior façade of an existing building.   

d.   The proposal is compatible with existing uses of surrounding land. 

Applicant:  Improving the Windjammer Suites facade should add to Pioneer Avenue’s overall 

improvements. 

Finding 4:  The covered porch is compatible with the other buildings along Pioneer Avenue.  Within 

250 feet there are three buildings that have reduced setbacks to Pioneer Avenue and offer decks 

similar to the proposed deck.  Aurora Gems (365 W. Pioneer Ave.), Homer Council of the Arts (355 W. 

Pioneer Ave.) and All Hopped Up Coffee Shop (280 W. Pioneer Ave.). 

e.   Public services and facilities are or will be, prior to occupancy, adequate to serve the proposed use and 

structure. 

Applicant: We are only adding a covered deck. 

Finding 5:  The covered deck will not increase the need for public services.  The existing structure is 

connected to public water and sewer and Pioneer Avenue is a State maintained road. 

f.   Considering harmony in scale, bulk, coverage and density, generation of traffic, the nature and 

intensity of the proposed use, and other relevant effects, the proposal will not cause undue harmful 

effect upon desirable neighborhood character. 

Applicant: This is only a positive change that has no known negative effects. 

Finding 6:  The scale, bulk, coverage and density of the proposed covered porch will be in harmony 

with other facades along Pioneer Avenue.  The covered deck will not have an undue harmful effect 

on Pioneer Avenue character. 

g.   The proposal will not be unduly detrimental to the health, safety or welfare of the surrounding 

area or the city as a whole. 

Applicant:  Will only be positive. 

Finding 7: The covered deck will not be unduly detrimental to the health, safety or welfare of the 

surround area or the City as a whole.   
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h.   The proposal does or will comply with the applicable regulations and conditions specified in this 

title for such use. 

Finding 8:  With an approved CUP, this proposal will comply with the applicable regulations and 

conditions specified in HCC Title 21.   

i.   The proposal is not contrary to the applicable land use goals and objectives of the Comprehensive Plan.  

Analysis:  Chapter 4, Goal 4, Objective A states: “Encourage a concentrated, pedestrian oriented, 

attractive business/commerce district in the central Business District (CBD) following the guidelines 

found in the Town Center Plan.” 

Finding 9: The commercial streetscape of Pioneer Ave will be enhanced by the construction of the 

covered porch and by the provision of direct pedestrian access from the sidewalk to the business. 

The proposal is not contrary to the applicable land use goals and objectives of the Comprehensive 

Plan. 

j.   The proposal will comply with all applicable provisions of the Community Design Manual.  

Analysis:  This proposal complies with the applicable provisions of the Community Design Manual 

which are: 

Include area for outdoor leisure for the primary structure (p20, #2).  The covered deck 

will be attached to the primary structure and provide space for outdoor leisure. 

Provide consistent architectural interest to all prominent facades (p20 #5).  The covered 

deck will be prominently visible on Pioneer Avenue and provide architectural interest to the 

existing blank wall. 

Provide common area of a size proportionate to development (p24 #1).  The proposed 

covered deck is proportional to the existing 9,000 sf building with 16 hotel/motel units. 

Provide direct access to common areas with pedestrian walkways (p26 #4) The proposed 

covered deck provides easy and direct access to Pioneer Avenue. 

Provide covering over walkways where appropriate (p28 #6) The proposed covered deck 

provides an appropriate covering over the deck. 

Landscaping & Screening (p28): Landscaping shall include flower box plantings along the 

rim of the deck facing Pioneer Avenue.  

Avoid parking in front of building entrances (p34 #9) The area between the proposed 

covered deck and Pioneer Avenue will not be used for parking. 
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Outdoor lighting (p35):  All lighting shall meet the outdoor light standards per HCC 

21.59.030 Lighting Standards, to reduce glare and light trespass by using downward 

directional lighting. 

Condition 1:  All lighting shall meet the outdoor light standards per HCC 21.59.030 Lighting Standards, to 

reduce glare and light trespass by using downward directional lighting.  

 

Finding 10:  The covered deck will meet the applicable provisions of the Community Design Manual.   

 

In approving a conditional use, the Commission may impose such conditions on the use as may be 

deemed necessary to ensure the proposal does and will continue to satisfy the applicable review 

criteria.  Such conditions may include, but are not limited to, one or more of the following: 

1.   Special yards and spaces. 

2.   Fences, walls and screening. 

3.   Surfacing of vehicular ways and parking areas. 

4.   Street and road dedications and improvements (or bonds). 

5.   Control of points of vehicular ingress and egress. 

6.   Special restrictions on signs. 

 7.   Landscaping.  

8.   Maintenance of the grounds, buildings, or structures. 

9.   Control of noise, vibration, odors, lighting or other similar nuisances. 

10.  Limitation of time for certain activities. 

11.  A time period within which the proposed use shall be developed and commence operation. 

12.  A limit on total duration of use or on the term of the permit, or both. 

13.  More stringent dimensional requirements, such as lot area or dimensions, setbacks, and 

building height limitations.  Dimensional requirements may be made more lenient by conditional 

use permit only when such relaxation is authorized by other provisions of the zoning 

code.  Dimensional requirements may not be altered by conditional use permit when and to the 

extent other provisions of the zoning code expressly prohibit such alterations by conditional use 

permit.   

14.  Other conditions necessary to protect the interests of the community and surrounding area, or 

to protect the health, safety, or welfare of persons residing or working in the vicinity of the subject 

lot. 

 

Condition 2: Landscaping shall include flower box plantings along the edge of the deck facing 

Pioneer Ave. 

 

PUBLIC WORKS COMMENTS: No comment. 

FIRE DEPARTMENT COMMENTS: Fire Chief Painter – No Comment. 
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STAFF COMMENTS/RECOMMENDATIONS:  

 

Planning Commission approve Conditional Use Permit 14-05 with findings 1-10 and Conditions 1 and 2 at 

320 W. Pioneer Avenue to allow the building to extend 10 ft into the 20 ft building setback along Pioneer 

Avenue. 

 

 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Application 

2. Public Notice 

3. Aerial Map 
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PUBLIC NOTICE 
 

 

Public notice is hereby given that the City of Homer will hold a public hearing by the Homer 

Advisory Planning Commission on Wednesday, April 16, 2014 at 6:30 p.m. at Homer City Hall, 

491 East Pioneer Avenue, Homer, Alaska on the following matter: 

 

Request for Conditional Use Permit (CUP) 2014-05: The owner proposes to extend a 

deck and covered porch into the 20 ft. building setback at 320 W Pioneer Ave 

(Windjammer Suites). A CUP for a reduction of the 20 ft. setback from Pioneer Avenue is 

required by HCC 21.18.040(b)(4). Legal Description of lot: That portion of the SE1/4 

NE1/4 beginning 328 ft north of the southwest corner of said quarter of quarter section 

th south 180 ft th east 123 ft to the west boundary of the hwy th northerly along the 

boundary of said hwy to a point 328 ft north of the south boundary of said quarter of 

quarter section th west 218 ft to the pob excluding Pioneer Ave T 6S R 13W SEC 19 S.M. 

HM 

 

Anyone wishing to present testimony concerning this matter may do so at the meeting or by 

submitting a written statement to the Homer Advisory Planning Commission, 491 East 

Pioneer Avenue, Homer, Alaska 99603, by 4:00 p.m. on the day of the meeting.     

 

The complete proposal is available for review at the City of Homer Planning and Zoning 

Office located at Homer City Hall. For additional information, please contact Travis Brown at 

the Planning and Zoning Office, 235-3106.  

 

 

 

NOTICE TO BE SENT TO PROPERTY OWNERS WITHIN 300 FEET OF PROPERTY. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vicinity Map on Reverse 
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Staff Report 14-34 

TO:   Homer Advisory Planning Commission  

FROM:   Julie Engebretsen, Deputy City Planner 

DATE:   April 16, 2014 

SUBJECT:  Exclusion of 1270 Don’s Drive from the Bridge Creek Watershed Protection District 

 

Requested action: Conduct a public hearing, and exempt the subject lot from the Bridge Creek Watershed 

Protection District. This is a quasi-judicial action. 

Introduction 

Applicant:            Dave Treat 

Location:             1270 Don’s Drive, Lot 4 Tulin East Highlands Subdivision  

Public Notice:    Notice was sent to 14 owners of 14 parcels 

 

Mr. Treat owns the property and home at 1270 Don’s Drive. He is requesting two actions from the 

Commission. This staff report only concerns the exclusion from Bridge Creek Watershed Protection District. 

 

HCC 21.40.020(c) states: “Excluded from the regulations of the Bridge Creek Watershed Protection District 

are parcels that are within the Bridge Creek Watershed Protection District and from which all the surface 

waters drain away from the Bridge Creek Watershed; provided, that the drainage of the entire parcel is 

proven by survey to be unable to enter the Bridge Creek Watershed. The determination of whether a parcel 

is excluded under this subsection will be made by the Planning Commission on a case-by-case basis after 

notice and a public hearing. The property owner has the burden of proof.” 

 

 

Analysis 

Mr. Treat hired a surveyor, who provided a schematic of both of Mr. Treat’s properties. The surveyor 

provided one foot contour information from a field survey, and drainage arrows showing the direction of 

surface runoff. The drawing shows all of Lot 4 as draining toward Don’s Drive, and to Skyline Drive.  Skyline 

Drive drains to the east, leading to a culvert near Easy Street that crosses to the south side of Skyline Drive. 

 

Staff Recommendation: Adopt Findings 1 and 2, exempting the property from the regulations of the Bridge 

Creek Watershed Protection District. 

 

Finding 1: HCC 21.40.020(c) allows a parcel to be excluded from the Regulations of Bridge Creek Watershed 

Protection District if all the surface waters drain away from the watershed. 
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Finding 2: Based on the drawing dated 1/6/2014, all surface waters from Lot 4 Tulin East Highlands 

Subdivision do not drain into the Bridge Creek Watershed. 

 

Attachments 

1.  Request for exemption from Watershed 

2.  Site Plan dated 1/4/2014 

3.  Public Notice 

4. Letter from Carol Griswold (adjacent property owner to the west) 

5. Aerial Photo (Not Included in Packet. Will be a lay down at the meeting)
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April 8, 2014 

RE: Bridge Creek Watershed Protection District exclusion 

 

Dear Planning Commission, 

 

I am a property owner within 300 feet of the proposed BCWPD exclusion. I 

will be unable to attend the April 16 meeting, but would like to share some 

comments based on my conversation with Travis Brown, the Zoning Map, 

and KPB GIS map. 

 

I think selecting Skyline Drive as the southern boundary of the BCWPD 

may have been for the city's convenience and not necessarily based on 

topography. Instead of placing the burden of proof on each property owner 

as noted in the code, it would be more fair for the city to establish the 

boundary for all. Many of the property owners in this district purchased their 

lots before the establishment of the BDWPD, and now face additional 

surveying charges should they wish to develop their property. 

 

Our property must also adhere to strict requirements that were not in place 

when we purchased the property. While I totally support the protection of 

the city's water supply, I feel my land may not be as valuable or usable with 

these restrictions. I feel the city should try to minimize the costs to the 

landowners, and assist with mitigation measures as we are already carrying 

the burden of being in the BCWPD. 

 

As for the property owner who is applying for the exemption, I would just 

want to be sure that developing/hard surfacing the rest of his property up to 

the Rural Residential limit of 30% will not adversely impact the water 

supply to the Reservoir. Travis stated that if the exemption is granted and 

development proceeds, all the other regulations for setbacks, septic, etc for 

the Rural Residential zone will be followed. 

 

As for the maps and BCWPD boundary description, it would be helpful to 

officially name the Bridge Creek Reservoir, rename the Crossman Ridge 

side road that leads east off of the main Crossman Ridge Road, and rewrite 

the description to follow current roadways.  

 

Thank you, 

Carol Griswold 

Seward 
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STAFF REPORT PL 14-32 

 

TO: Homer Advisory Planning Commission 

THROUGH: Julie Engebretsen, Deputy City Planner 

FROM:  Dotti Harness-Foster, Planning Technician 

MEETING: April 16, 2014 

SUBJECT: Harrington Heights 2014 Replat Preliminary Plat 

 

Requested Action: Preliminary plat approval to shift a common lot line to the east. 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Applicants: Marsha Korpi  Ken Bergman  Johnson Surveying 

 PO Box 1033  PO Box 72  PO Box 27 

 Homer, AK 99603 Homer, AK  99603 Clam Gulch, AK  99568   

Location:    Southwest corner of Wright Street and Noview Avenue   

Parcel ID:    Lot 1-A is 17512317 and Lot 3, Block 3 is 17512306  

Size of Existing Lot(s): Lot 1-A is 20,038 sf and Lot 3, Block 3 is 10,019 sf 

Size of Proposed Lots(s): Lot 1-A1 will be 16,424 sf and Lot 3A, Block 3 will be 13,930 sf  

Zoning Designation: Urban Residential     

Existing Land Use: Residential 

Surrounding Land Use:  North:  Residential 

 South: Residential 

 East: Vacant 

 West: Residential 

Comprehensive Plan: Goal 1 Objective B: Promote a pattern of growth characterized by a 

concentrated mixed use center, and a surrounding ring of moderate-to-

high density residential and mixed use areas with lower densities in 

outlying areas.  

Wetland Status: No designated wetlands. There is an identified drainage. 

Flood Plain Status: Zone D, flood hazards undetermined. 

BCWPD: Not within the Bridge Creek Watershed Protection District. 

Utilities: City water and sewer are available.  

Public Notice: Notice was sent to 54 property owners of 68 parcels as shown on the 

KPB tax assessor rolls. 
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ANALYSIS: 

This subdivision is within the Urban Residential District. The common lot line between the parcels will shift 

to the east.  A creek runs down the common lot line. The City is requesting a 30 foot drainage easement.  

This aligns with Homer’s development standards which requires a minimum of a 15 foot setback between 

any structures and the top of the bank, HCC 21.50.020(b)(2).   

 

Preliminary Approval, per KPB code 20.12.0060 Form and Contents Required.   The commission will 

consider a plat for preliminary approval if it contains the following information.  

 

1. Within the title block: 

a. Names of the subdivision which shall not be the same as an existing city, town, tract or 

subdivision of land in the borough, of which a map or plat has been previously 

recorded, or so nearly the same as to mislead the public or cause confusion; 

b. Legal description, location, date, and total area in acres of the proposed subdivision; 

c. Name and address of owner and registered land surveyor; 

d. Scale. 

Staff Response: The plat meets these requirements. 

 

2. North point; 

Staff Response: The plat meets these requirements. 

 

3. The location, width and name of existing or platted streets and public ways, railroad rights-

of-way and other important features such as section lines, political subdivision or municipal 

corporation boundaries abutting the subdivision. 

Staff Response: The plat meets these requirements. 

 

4. A vicinity map, drawn to scale showing location of proposed subdivision, north arrow if 

different from plat orientation, township and range, section lines, roads, political boundaries 

and prominent natural and manmade features, such as shorelines or streams. 

Staff Response: The plat meets these requirements.  

 

5. All parcels of land including those intended for private ownership and those to be dedicated 

for public use or reserved in the deeds for the use of all property owners in the proposed 

subdivision together with the purposes, conditions or limitation of such reservations. 

Staff Response: Private parcels are shown.  Public Works requests a 20 foot radius curb on Lot 1-A1.  
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6. The names and widths of public streets and alleys and easements including drainage 

easements existing and proposed, within the subdivision. [Additional City of Homer HAPC 

policy: Drainage easements are normally thirty feet in width centered on the drainage.  Final 

width of the easement will depend on the ability to access the drainage with heavy 

equipment.   An alphabetical list of street names is available from City Hall.] 

Staff Response: A 30 foot wide drainage easement centered on the drainage is requested.   

 

7. The names of adjacent subdivisions or an indication that the adjacent land is not subdivided. 

Staff Response: The plat meets these requirements.  

 

8. Approximate location of areas subject to inundation, flooding or storm water overflow.  

Indicate if a recognized flood plain is present.  Identify and locate the major drainage 

systems. 

Staff Response: The plat meets this requirement.  

 

9. Approximate locations of areas subject to tidal inundation including the mean high water 

line. 

Staff Response: The plat meets these requirements (not applicable to this area). 

 

10. Block and lot numbering per Section 20.16.110 of the borough subdivision code. 

Staff Response: The plat meets these requirements. 

 

11. The general location of existing water and sewer utilities, and the intent and methods of the 

subdivision to utilize and access such utilities. 

Staff Response: Lots will be served by city water and wastewater. 

 

12. Provide a contour map of the subdivision and road profiles if road grades exceed 6% on 

arterial and 10% on other streets. 

Staff Response: The plat meets these requirements.   

 

13. Identify and locate on the plat all areas in excess of 20% grade. 

Staff Response: The plat meets these requirements.  
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PUBLIC WORKS COMMENTS:   

 

Lot 1-A1 needs a 20 ft curb radius on Noview Ave. & Wright St. 

A 20 ft drainage easement, 10 ft on each side of the creek. 

     

FIRE DEPARTMENT COMMENTS: Fire Chief Painter did not have any comments.  

 

STAFF COMMENTS/RECOMMENDATIONS:  

 

Planning Commission recommend approval of the preliminary plat with the following comments: 

 

1. Dedicate a 20 foot curb radius on Lot 1-A1. 

2. Dedicate a 30 foot wide drainage easement centered on the drainage. 

3. List all owners for both lots on the plat. 

   

ATTACHMENTS 

 

1. Preliminary Plat 

2. Public Notice 

3. Aerial Map 
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NOTICE OF SUBDIVISION 
 

 

Public notice is hereby given that a preliminary plat has been received proposing to 

subdivide or replat property.  You are being sent this notice because you are an affected 

property owner within 500 feet of a proposed subdivision and are invited to comment. 

 

Proposed subdivision under consideration is described as follows: 

 

Harrington Heights 2014 Replat Preliminary Plat 

 

The location of the proposed subdivision(s) affecting you is provided on the attached map(s).  

A preliminary plat showing the proposed subdivision may be viewed at the City of Homer 

Planning and Zoning Office.  Subdivision reviews are conducted in accordance with the City 

of Homer Subdivision Ordinance and the Kenai Peninsula Borough Subdivision Ordinance.  A 

copy of the Ordinance is available from the Planning and Zoning Office.  Comments should 

be guided by the requirements of those Ordinances. 

 

A public meeting will be held by the Homer Advisory Planning Commission on Wednesday, 

April 16, 2014 at 6:30 p.m. at Homer City Hall, Cowles Council Chambers, 491 East Pioneer 

Avenue, Homer, Alaska. 

 

Anyone wishing to present testimony concerning these matters may do so at the meeting or 

by submitting a written statement to the Homer Advisory Planning Commission, 491 East 

Pioneer Avenue, Homer, Alaska 99603, by 4:00 p.m. on the day of the meeting.     

 

The complete proposal is available for review at the City of Homer Planning and Zoning 

Office located at Homer City Hall. For additional information, please contact Dotti Harness-

Foster in the Planning and Zoning Office, 235-3106.  

 

 

NOTICE TO BE SENT TO PROPERTY OWNERS WITHIN 500 FEET OF PROPERTY. 

 

 

 

 

VICINITY MAP ON REVERSE 
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STAFF REPORT PL 14-36 

 

TO:  Homer Advisory Planning Commission  

THROUGH: Julie Engebretsen, Deputy City Planner 

FROM:  Dotti Harness-Foster, Planning Technician 

MEETING: April 16, 2014 

SUBJECT: Itinerant Merchants (IM) and Mobile Food Service (MFS).   

 

At the February 5, 2014 and the March 3, 2014 HAPC meetings, staff provided information on how Itinerant 

Merchants (IM) and Mobile Food Service (MFS) vendors are permitted. These are temporary businesses that 

set-up shop on a piece of property usually during the summer months.  

 

In Homer, the Police Department permits IM and MFS vendors.  The Public Works Department may get involved 

if the vendor is interested in connecting to public water and sewer.  The Planning and Zoning Office is limited to 

Title 21, which describes by zoning district where IM and MFS can locate.   

 

At this time the Planning staff does not feel the time spent by multiple departments would provide 

significant improvements to this seasonal influx.  If the Commission wishes to:  

 

• Not make any code amendments; this will be the last staff report regarding IM and MFS.   

• Explore vendor code amendments that involve the Police Department (permitting and length of stay) 

and Public Works Department (water-sewer connections, or not), the HAPC would need to make that 

recommendation to the City Manager or City Council. 

• Explore Title 21 amendments related to location; the information below will be helpful along with 

the attached article from the Business Law Today. 

 

Location, location, location; whether you’re a permanent ‘‘brick and mortar’’ establishment or a mobile vendor, 

location is at the top of your list.   Numerous businesses in Homer have evolved from Itinerant Merchants (IM) 

and Mobile Food Service (MFS) into permanent ‘‘brick and mortar’’ establishments.  Even after these businesses 

have permanent establishments, some continue to operate their mobile units as a ‘‘satellite’’ or second location.   

 

Due to the rise in popularity of these types of businesses, some communities imposed an array of ‘‘not 

here…over there…‘‘  restrictions that are commonly referred to as:  Proximity Bans, Restricted Zones, Public 

Property Bans, Stop-and Wait Restrictions or Duration Restrictions.   Courts have ruled in favor of the mobile 

vendors when the restrictions make it nearly impossible for a vendor to operate profitably.   The key is striking a 

balance between fostering entrepreneurship and protecting the interests of those with significant year-round 

investments in established businesses.i 
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In Homer, both types of vendors are allowed in the business districts.  

 

Permitted RR UR RO CBD TCD GBD GC1 GC2 EEMU MC MI OSR SGCOD BCWPD 

Mobile Food       x x   x x x x x       

Merchants       x x   x x x x x       

 

Location restrictions can help relieve concerns from ‘‘brick and mortar’’ owners or businesses.  Homer has 

one such code restriction; Mobile Food Service Vendors ‘‘may not operate in front or immediately adjacent 

to an established business offering the same or similar commodities’’, HCC 8.11.070.  Oddly, there is no such 

restriction for Itinerant Merchants, i.e. a merchant that shows up for 60 days or less.   So the art or book 

vendor can locate next-door to the art gallery or book store.  There is certainly room for code 

improvements, but Planning is limited to Title 21 which deals with location.  Staff does not recommend 

code amendments to change the above grid.   

 

Staff Recommendation: Commission discuss and decide if any more staff and Commission time should be 

spent on this issue, and if so, provide direction to staff. 

 

 

Attachments 

1. Business Law Today:  Keeping Current: UCC Food Truck Regulations Drive Controversy by Berk and Leib  

2. SR 14-13 February 5, 2014 Itinerant Merchants (IM) and Mobile Food Service Vendors (MFS) 

3. February 5, 2014 minutes from the HAPC meeting discussing vendors 

4. SR 14-25 March 5, 2014 Itinerant Merchants (IM) and Mobile Food Service Vendors (MFS) 

5. March 5, 2014 minutes from the HAPC meeting discussing vendors 

 

                                                             

i Business Law Today, Keeping Current:  UCC Food Truck Regulations Drive Controversy, Berk and Leib, May 2012. 
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Are food trucks the underdog of the food 
industry or are they a force to be reckoned 
with? In recent years, food trucks have 
been hitting city streets in record numbers. 
This trend is driven, not only by the food 
industry’s desire to provide new and inno-
vative dining options, but by individuals’ 
desire to achieve economic independence. 
For many, mobile vending is an entry 
point to entrepreneurship and a way to 
establish a living. 

Social media tools, such as Facebook 
and Twitter, have greatly impacted the 
way that many food trucks market to 
customers. Food trucks rely almost exclu-
sively on social media to advertise their 
brand, maintain customer relationships, 
and increase their accessibility. It is now 
possible for a food truck to tweet locations 
in advance so that customers can be wait-
ing when the trucks arrive.

The rise in popularity of food trucks 
has not gone unnoticed. Opponents have 
attacked the mobile vending industry by 
arguing that food trucks are unfairly steal-
ing customers away from brick-and-mortar 
businesses. To many opponents’ delight, 
various cities have imposed a myriad of 
regulations on food trucks. In some cases, 
these regulations make mobile vending an 
impossible or unprofitable business. The 
purpose of this article is to provide a brief 
general overview of the types of regula-
tions imposed on mobile vending opera-
tions as well as to highlight some recent de-
velopments surrounding these regulations. 

Overview of Mobile Vending 
Regulations
Food truck operators must comply with 
a variety of regulations. Not surprisingly, 
food truck operators are typically subject 
to a variety of state and local health and 
food safety regulations including (1) ap-
proval of food truck design, (2) approval 
for in-truck cooking equipment/configura-
tion, (3) vending permits, (4) requirement 
for food truck personnel to obtain food 
safety certification, (5) periodic health in-
spections and (6) food safety requirements 
for depots where food stocks are replen-
ished. More controversial, however, are 
local regulations that dictate how, where 
and when food trucks can sell food. These 
types of sale regulations include:

•	 Public	Property	Bans. More than 10 
major cities ban vending on public 
property, such as on streets and side-
walks. Vendors subject to such bans 
must contract with private property 
owners to vend on their property.  

•	 Restricted	Zones. Many cities restrict 
the areas in which food trucks may 
operate. Restricted zones often include 
potentially lucrative areas, such as 
downtown commercial districts. 

•	 Proximity	Bans. Proximity bans limit 
how close street vendors can park to 
certain types of businesses, typically 
brick-and-mortar restaurants. Proxim-
ity bans address the complaints of 

certain businesses who do not wish to 
have food trucks park near their place 
of business. 

•	 Stop-and-Wait	Restrictions	(Ice	Cream	
Truck	Rules). A handful of cities make 
it illegal for food trucks to stop and park 
in order to wait for customers. Instead, 
food trucks must be flagged down by a 
customer before they can park and serve 
the customer. Stop-and-wait restric-
tions make it difficult for food trucks 
to establish regular stops and develop 
relationships with customers.  

•	 Duration	Restrictions. Food trucks 
that are allowed to stop and wait 
for customers may be limited in the 
amount of time they can remain in one 
spot. For instance, in Chicago, a food 
truck may not sell food for more than 
two hours on any one block. 

Recent Developments in the Mobile 
Vending Industry 

Lawsuit Against the City of El Paso 
In Castenada	v.	City	of	El	Paso, No. 
3:11-CV-00035-KC (W.D. Tex) (Jan. 
26, 2011), four food truck vendors sued 
the City of El Paso’s regulations over a 
regulation that banned food trucks from 
operating within 1,000 feet of restaurants, 
grocers, and other food-service establish-
ments. These vendors argued that the 
regulation made it nearly impossible to 
operate profitably anywhere within El 

Keeping Current: UCC
Food Truck Regulations Drive Controversy

By Keith H. Berk and Alan D. Leib
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Paso. As a result, many mobile vendors 
in El Paso faced the possibility of los-
ing their primary source of income. The 
food vendors argued that the regulation’s 
only purpose was to protect established 
businesses, which is not a legitimate 
government interest that would allow the 
government to infringe upon the constitu-
tional rights of food vendors. As a result 
of the lawsuit, El Paso agreed to repeal the 
regulations. 

California Bill Prohibiting School Trucks 
Near Schools
A proposed California bill recently 
sparked intense debate over the mobile 
vending industry. (California Assembly 
Bill No. 1678.) The bill, spearheaded 
by Assemblyman Bill Monning, would 
have prohibited food trucks from vending 
within 1,500 feet (approximately three 
blocks) of any elementary, middle, or high 
school. Opponents of the bill argued that it 
would eliminate the food truck industry in 
populated urban areas, where almost the 
entire city is within 1,500 feet of a school. 
On the other hand, supporters argued that 
the presence of mobile food trucks at 
schools would undermine state efforts to 
establish nutritious school food programs. 
On March 29, 2012, after intense pressure 
from industry groups, Monning released 
a statement taking the bill out of consid-
eration.

 
City of Chicago Regulations
The food truck industry has thrived in 
cities like Los Angeles, New York, San 
Francisco, and Austin. This is not the case 
in Chicago where food trucks are sub-
ject to a wide array of legal restrictions 
imposed by the city. These restrictions 
include prohibitions on preparation of 
food on a truck or cart, serving customers 
before 10:00 a.m., and stopping within 
200 feet of a restaurant. A bill, which was 
introduced in the city in June 2011, would 
lift the ban on food preparation in mobile 
food vehicles. Mayor Rahm Emanuel 
originally supported the bill but has re-
cently equivocated on his support. The bill 
has been tied up in various committees for 
nearly a year and its future is uncertain at 
this point. 

Impact of Regulating the Mobile 
Vending Business 
Supporters of the mobile vending industry 
view food trucks as an avenue to entrepre-
neurship and a way to provide consumers 
with innovative products. Opponents, on 
the other hand, cite two primary argu-
ments as reasons for eliminating the in-
dustry: health concerns and unfair compe-
tition to brick-and-mortar restaurants. For 
instance, critics of the industry question 
whether food can be prepared safely and 
whether health regulations can be properly 
enforced on a food truck. 

Health concerns can be addressed by 
appropriate regulations. The real issue is 
whether food trucks unfairly steal custom-
ers from brick-and-mortar restaurants. 
This issue has become a political football 
in a number of municipalities as politi-
cians attempt to regulate to protect brick-
and-mortar restaurants that often have 
political clout and generate significant 
sales tax revenues. On the other side, civil 
liberty groups have taken up the cause of 
the food truck vendors and have become 
emboldened by their successful litigation 
in El Paso. In light of these competing 
interests, we expect that the regulation 
of food trucks will continue to generate 
controversy and litigation. Hopefully, 
the result will be that regulations strike a 
balance between fostering entrepreneur-
ship and protecting the interests of those 
with significant investments in established 
businesses. 

Keith H. Berk and Alan D. Leib are part-
ners at the Chicago law firm Horwood, 
Marcus & Berk Chartered. Mr. Berk 
works with the firm’s food and beverage 
industry clients. Mr. Leib is chair of the 
firm’s Food and Beverage Industry Group. 
The authors were assisted in the prepara-
tion of this article by Anne K. Rolwes, a 
law clerk with their firm.
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STAFF REPORT PL 14-13 

 

TO:  Homer Advisory Planning Commission (HAPC) 

THROUGH: Rick Abboud, City Planner 

FROM:  Dotti Harness-Foster, Planning Technician 

MEETING: February 5, 2014 

SUBJECT: Itinerant Merchants (IM) and Mobile Food Service Vendors (MFS).   

The goal of this staff report is to present issues related to Itinerant Merchants (IM) and Mobile Food Service 

vendors (MFS).  Attached is an interesting article titled: Food Truck Feeding Frenzy:  Make Sense of Mobile 

Vending.  On the last page there are several questions that staff would appreciate the HAPC feedback on. 

First, who are these vendors?  They are a temporary businesses that set-up shop on a piece of property 

usually during the summer months.   

The ‘vendor’ conversation can be complex.  In Homer the conversation includes licensing, locations, and 

water/sewer hook-ups, or not.  Across the county, Planning Departments tend to focus on location and 

design.  Location and design can help introduce vitality into sections of town that may have commercial 

gaps, offer time-saving dining and create a festive atmosphere.i  This is balanced with the need to protect 

public health, provide low cost economic opportunity for new business while providing a “level playing 

field” for all.   This report describes the issues and concludes with several questions for the HAPC to discuss. 

Seasonal pattern:   There are endless varieties of mobile vendors, but in Homer they usually arrive in May 

eager to set-up “shop”.  They “roll-in” a mobile unit or “skid-in” a small building, a yurt, a tent, bus, into a 

highly visible location and leave before the snow flies.   Some go dormant and return, perhaps with enough 

returning clientele to become a permanent member of Homer’s business community.  These vendors are 

licensed through Homer’s Police Department.  An Itinerant Merchant license is good for 60 days.  A mobile 

food vendor obtains an annual license which may be renewed each year, HCC 8.11.050(b). 

In the spring of 2013, two scenarios brought forth permitting issues the City has struggled with for years: 

Scenario One:  A vendor places a small building on skids on a vacant commercial lot.  The vendor 

intends to be open for business during the summer months, mid-May to mid-September, or about 

120 days.  The building has no plumbing.  The Planning Office does not have the authority to issue a 

zoning permit for a “temporary” building, so the vendor obtains a 60 day license from the Police 

Department.  At some point the business/structure no longer has a valid license and becomes 

“permanent”.  By State law this commercial structure requires Fire Marshal approval and is 

considered a permanent structure which requires connection to the City’s sewer.   No wonder the 

vendor is a bit frustrated. 
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Scenario Two:  A bus rolls onto a commercial lot where water and sewer is available.  The vendor 

wants to connect to City water and sewer, but City code prohibits “RVs” from hooking-up to water 

and sewer.  So the vendor proceeds with bottled water and a porta-potty.   

Neither scenario is consistent with the intent of the law, nor does it protect public safety, nor “level 

the playing field” for all businesses in Homer.  In puzzlement vendors soon realize that a structure on 

skids or a yurt can content to water and sewer (assuming the commercial structure has Fire Marshal 

approval and has a sink or tiolet), but a wheeled food vendor can’t, then overnight, a pole tent 

squeezes into this mix.    

Permitting:  As mentioned above, the vendors obtain a license from the Police Department, an Itinerant or 

Transient Merchant’s License (HCC 8.08) or a Mobile Food Service License (HCC 8.11).   Food vendors are 

also required to show proof of compliance with the State of Alaska, Food Safety and Sanitation Program. 

 In either case the Planning Office and the Public Works Department often don’t know the business has 

arrived until their sign “pops up.”  These small structures are allowed 30 sf of signage.   

The stakeholders are, in part the: 

• Public Works Department for water/sewer connections and trash 

• Police Department who currently permit Itinerant Merchants and Mobile Food Vendors 

• Economic Development Advisory Commission for fair and equitable business opportunities 

• Business owners 

• Planning and Zoning Office for locations, and health and safety.       

 

Definitions for Homer City Code: 

 ““Transient or itinerant merchant” means any person, firm or corporation, whether as owner, agent, 

consignee or employee, whether a resident of the municipality or not, who engages in a temporary 

business of selling and delivering goods, and/or services, wares and merchandise within the 

City, and who, in furtherance of such purpose, peddles from door to door or hires, leases, uses or 

occupies any building, structure, motor vehicle, tent, railroad car, boat, any room in a hotel, 

lodging house, apartment, shop, or any street, alley, or other place within the municipality, for 

the exhibition and sale of such goods, wares and merchandise, and/or the performance of 

services, either privately or publicly. The person, firm or corporation so engaged shall not be relieved 

from complying with the provisions of this chapter merely by reason of associating temporarily with 

any local dealer, trader, merchant or auctioneer, or by conducting such transient business in 

connection with, as a part of, or in the name of any local dealer, trader, merchant or auctioneer, 

provided the temporary business is conducted in conformance with HCC Title 21 as it pertains to the 

residential zones which prohibits selling from homes.”” HCC 8.08.010 

““Mobile Food Service” means a self-contained food service establishment that is designed to be 

readily moveable from location to location, without being permanently affixed to any site or 

permanently connected to any water or sewer utility service.”” HCC 8.11.020 
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Planning issues related to vendors tend to focus on location and design which is crucial to protecting 

permanent shops while providing a low cost, economic opportunity for new businesses. 

Location and buffers:  In Homer, vendors are allowed in the commercial districts.  A food vendor 

cannot “operated in front of or immediately adjacent to an established business offering the same or 

similar commodities from a fixed location, unless a designated vendor parking area has been 

named.” HCC 8.11.070(c).  A Spit food vender can’t operate in “any congested area, to include areas 

designated as public parking, campgrounds, parks or open space or where his operation might 

impede or inconvenience the public.” HCC 8.11.070(d).  An Itinerant Merchant does not have any 

buffer standards.   In fact, court rulings advise cities to avoid regulations that prevent vendors from 

operating in certain areas, certain hours, or certain distance from brick-and-mortar competitors.  

Basing vendor location on health and safety standards is the suggested approach. 

If a food vendor (wheeled or not) wants to connect to water and sewer, should they be allowed 

to? The state’s Food Safety and Sanitation Program allows connection.   

 

Should vendors be located near public restrooms?  (Assume they do not have water/sewer) 

 

Length of time (currently described in Title 8 for the Police Department to regulate):  

In a nutshell, an IM license expires in 60 days. If they are on-site for more than 60-days, by definition 

they are now permanent.   A food vendor can renew year after year even if it’s on wheels.   Are you 

confused yet?  My head is spinning.   

Is the 60-day threshold for IM reasonable in Homer?  Staff could explore the issues of extending 

the 60-day threshold to 90 or 120-days.   

 

Att:   Arroyo, Rodney and Jill Bahm. “Food Truck Feeding Frenzy:  Making Sense of Mobile Food 

Vending.” American Planning Association: Zoning Practice. Issue Number 9. September 2013. 

 

 

                                                             

i Street Vending:  A Survey of Ideas and Lessons for Planners, by Jennifer Ball. Published by American Planning Association. 
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Food Truck Feeding Frenzy: 
Making Sense of Mobile Food Vending
By Rodney Arroyo, aicp, and Jill Bahm, aicp

According to research done by Emergent for the 

National Restaurant Association, the growth 

of mobile food trucks will soar in the next five 

years, generating up to $2.7 billion in revenue 

nationally by 2017—up from $650 million in 

2012 (Emergent Research 2012). All across the 

country, cities, small towns, and suburbs are 

seeing food trucks popping up, some in unex-

pected places like office and industrial parks, 

where zoning ordinances typically preclude res-

Recent economic and cultural trends show an explosion in the popularity of food 

trucks, or mobile vendors, over the past several years.

taurants. Amplifying the push for food trucks 

are the twin trends of “buying local” and “food 

as entertainment” that are enhanced by pro-

grams such as the Great Food Truck Race on the 

Food Network. While ice cream trucks and job-

site lunch wagons haven’t disappeared, they 

are increasingly being joined by gourmet trucks 

and trucks specializing in ethnic offerings. 

All across the United States, people are 

exploring how mobile food vending might 

make a difference in their lives and their com-

munities. More resources are starting to be-

come available for potential business owners. 

Networks for mobile food vendors are grow-

ing; the Southern California Mobile Food Ven-

dors Association was formed in 2010 as one 

of the first associations dedicated to helping 

vendors break down barriers to business 

(www.socalmfva.com). And this fall, Roam—a 

first-ever industry conference for mobile food 

One of the hallmarks of the current food truck boom is an increased focus on “in-truck” preparation over preparation 

at a central commissary. 

Jill B
ahm

/Clearzoning
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suppliers and owners—will take place in Port-

land, Oregon.

On the worldwide stage, the World Street 

Food Congress is the first of its kind to connect 

and open up fresh ideas and thought leadership 

in the massive and growing street-food culture 

and industry throughout the world. This 10-day 

street-food festival was hosted in Singapore in 

January 2013 and featured well-known leaders 

in the food industry (www.wsfcongress.com).

Faced with inquiries from food vendors, 

many communities turn to their zoning codes, 

only to discover that mobile food vending isn’t 

really defined and may not be permitted in the 

way vendors might like. With the approach to 

regulating mobile vending varying widely in 

communities, it can be hard to know where to 

begin when considering if and how to accom-

modate food trucks. 

WHAT IS MOBILE FOOD VENDING? 
Regulatory codes for many communities rec-

ognize transient merchants—those goods and 

services provided by a traveling vendor. The 

typical ice cream truck would be a good example 

of a transient merchant who is mobile most of 

the time, stopping only when requested for a 

few short minutes. Many operators of today’s 

food trucks or carts, however, are seeking more 

than a few minutes on the street, sidewalk, or 

parking lot, staying in place for a few hours to 

serve breakfast, lunch, or dinner. In fact, when 

they are located on private property, some food 

trucks may be in one location for days, weeks, 

or even months. It is important to make a dis-

tinction between the food vendors that are more 

transient in nature, like an ice cream truck, and 

those that seek to move about less frequently. 

Both types of uses can offer benefits to the com-

munity, and they will each have different poten-

tial issues to regulate. 

Many mobile food vendors utilize 

self-driven vehicles that permit easy reloca-

tion throughout the community. However, 

mobile food vending also includes trailers, 

food kiosks, and food carts. Food kiosks are 

temporary stands or booths that are typically 

intended to sell prepared foods, including ice 

cream, pretzels, and the like. Food kiosks may 

be found inside a large office building or shop-

ping mall, but may also be secured for outside 

use. Some communities, like Maui County, 

Hawaii, allow a variety of products to be sold 

at a kiosk, provided certain standards are met 

(§30.08.030). While temporary in structure, 

food kiosks are often stationary with a defined 

location. Food carts allow the vendor to sell 

from outside the moveable unit and are often 

used to sell fresh fruits and vegetables. Typi-

cally, the food in kiosks and carts is prepared 

elsewhere and kept cold or hot in the unit. 

The city of New York encourages “green carts” 

that offer fresh produce in certain areas of the 

city and has special regulations for these uses 

(www.nyc.gov/greencarts).

In communities across the U.S., mobile 

food vendors are seeking permits to start these 

innovative businesses. They often run into road-

blocks at city hall, because while many zoning 

ordinances include provisions for temporary 

uses, most do not contain current definitions 

for mobile food vending nor do they include any 

standards that specifically relate to vending and 

the issues that may arise. The net result in many 

communities, intentional or unintentional, is a 

prohibition on mobile food vending.

THE PROS AND CONS OF MOBILE 
FOOD VENDING
Over the past few years, most of the economy 

has been struggling and the workforce has been 

challenged to adapt. With laid-off workers try-

ing to reinvent themselves and new immigrants 

looking for opportunities, the number of people 

starting new businesses is rising. Mobile food 

vending seems, for some, like a low-cost way to 

wade into the pool of business ownership. There 

are a number of reasons why communities may 

elect to sanction mobile food vending: 

•  It provides an opportunity to increase jobs 
and businesses. The cost of starting a food truck 

business can start at $25,000, where a tradition-

al bricks-and-mortar establishment may start at 

$300,000, according to the National Restaurant 

Association (Emergent Research 2012). 

•  It offers opportunities to provide food choic-
es where zoning precludes restaurants. Tradi-

tional zoning codes tend to restrict the uses 

permitted in office and industrial districts, only 

allowing uses that narrowly meet the intent of 

those districts. Office and industrial parks, in 

particular, are often isolated from the rest of 

the community, requiring employees to drive to 

retail and restaurant areas. In addition, some 

communities may not have access to variety of 
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healthy, fresh foods, and therefore decide to 

encourage such food vendors in certain neigh-

borhoods by relaxing requirements. New York’s 

green carts initiative allows additional permits 

to be issued over the city’s defined limit to 

mobile food vendors that offer fresh produce in 

underserved neighborhoods, and Kansas City, 

Missouri, offers reduced permit fees for mobile 

food vendors in city parks that meet certain 

nutritional standards (Parks and Recreation 

Vending Policy 4.7.08). 

•  It can increase activity in struggling busi-
ness districts by creating a dynamic environ-

ment where people gather around the avail-

ability of new and fresh food. The economy has 

taken a toll on businesses over the past several 

years. Those that are hanging on in some 

areas find that their neighboring buildings or 

businesses are vacant. Food trucks can be a 

way to enliven an area, generating traffic for 

existing businesses and possibly spinning off 

new business activity. The restaurant industry 

is evolving to meet the demands of patrons 

who are looking for locally grown, sustainable, 

healthy, and fast options for dining. When food 

trucks use social media to communicate about 

their location schedules, it can build up a cer-

tain level of excitement and anticipation that 

can make a positive social impact. In addition, 

the rising trend of “cart pods” and “food truck 

rallies” brings multiple mobile food vendors to 

one location, creating a festive atmosphere in 

an area for a short time.

•  They signal to other potential businesses 
that the community is adapting to the evolving 
economy and supporting entrepreneurship. 
Mobile food trucks are a new way of doing 

business; in these early years, communities 

that anticipate the demand from businesses 

and consumers may also find that this flexibil-

ity signals receptivity to new business models.

•  They are a way for restaurateurs to test the 
local market for future bricks-and-mortar facili-
ties. Mobile food trucks offer opportunities to 

interact with a potential market, to test recipes 

and pricing, and see if the restaurant fits with 

the community. All across the United States 

there are examples of food truck businesses 

evolving into permanent establishments, includ-

ing El Camion (“the truck”) in northwest Seattle 

that has recently opened a restaurant and bar in 

the Ballard neighborhood after several years of 

experience with its two mobile food units. Tor-

chy’s Tacos in Austin, Texas, started with a food 

truck and now has eight bricks-and-mortar res-

taurants in Austin, Dallas, Fort Worth, and Hous-

ton—and two more opening this year. The Lunch 

Room in Ann Arbor, Michigan, plans to open its 

bricks-and-mortar location soon, using social 

media to solicit fans of its existing “Mark’s 

Carts” to become investors in the restaurant. 

Along with these potential benefits can 

come community impacts and possible con-

flicts. Some of the challenges associated with 

went through an extensive research and public 

input process, surveying their local chamber 

of commerce and meeting with prospective 

mobile food vendors, residents groups, and 

restaurant owners. Their resulting ordinance 

language responds to the needs and concerns 

of the community (Longmont 2011).

ADDRESSING AREAS OF 
CONCERN THROUGH ZONING
Many communities are up-

dating their codes to accom-

modate or regulate mobile 

vending. In June 2012 Grand 

Rapids, Michigan, included the 

following statement of intent in 

a new set of mobile food vend-

ing provisions:

Employment and small busi-
ness growth in the city can 
occur while providing a broad 
range of food choices to the 
public through careful allow-
ances for temporary conces-
sion sales. The provisions of 
this section are intended to 
prevent predatory practices on 
bricks-and-mortar restaurants 
while allowing for new food 
vending opportunities that can 
add vitality to vacant parking 
lots and underutilized sites . . . 
(§5.9.32.K).

Other cities, including 

Phoenix, Arizona (§624.D.87); 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

(§§10-66–74); and Fort Worth, 

Texas (§5.406)—just to name 

a few—adopted regulations in 

2012 to allow mobile vending 

or food trucks. Chapel Hill’s 

provisions note that allowing food trucks will 

“promote diversification of the town’s economy 

and employment opportunities and support 

the incubation and growth of entrepreneurial/

start-up businesses” but also that food trucks 

pose “unique regulation challenges.” 

While specific approaches vary from place 

to place, communities interested in adding or 

updating regulations for mobile food vending 

should start by defining the uses and then 

consider each of the following questions:

•  Where in the community should such uses 

be permitted? 

•  How long should a food truck be permitted  

to stay in one location?

Ru
ss
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mobile food trucks might include problems 

with maintenance, trash, parking, noise, and 

vehicular and pedestrian circulation. In addi-

tion, some restaurateurs may be threatened 

by this new competition and try to prevent 

mobile food vending. Food trucks also have 

their own operational challenges, includ-

ing dealing with unpredictable weather and 

maintaining an appropriate inventory despite 

limited storage. 

The best way to understand and manage 

the pros and cons of food trucks in individual 

communities is to solicit public input and 

dialogue about the needs and wants of the 

community. For example, Longmont, Colorado, 

Food truck gatherings are increasingly common in 

communities with extensive food truck offerings.
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•  Are these mobile units just for food sales, or 

can other goods be sold as well?

•  Does the community want to increase activity?

•  How can the zoning ordinance address up-

keep and maintenance?

•  When can food trucks operate?

•  How are visitor parking and circulation ac-

commodated?

•  How are these uses reviewed and permitted?

•  What do vendors and their customers want 

or need?

•  How is signage for the mobile unit regulated?

•  How is the site lit to ensure safety?

Location 
It is common to allow mobile food vending in 

commercial districts, but some communities 

add industrial districts or specify mixed use 

districts. Start with the community’s comprehen-

sive plan—is there a need or desire to increase 

activities in specific parts of the community? Are 

there concerns about the impact of single-pur-

pose districts (especially office and industrial) 

on connectivity, traffic congestion, and business 

In consideration for existing facilities, 

some communities decide that there should be 

a minimum distance between mobile units and 

bricks-and-mortar restaurants. Some communi-

ties try to limit the impact on adjacent residen-

tial uses through a distance requirement or by 

restrictions on hours of operation. Planners 

should test these locational restrictions to 

ensure that realistic business opportunities 

exist. El Paso, Texas, repealed its locational 

requirement of 1,000 feet from bricks-and-mor-

tar establishments following a 2011 lawsuit to 

provide sufficient opportunities for mobile food 

vendors (Berk and Leib 2012). Attorneys Robert 

Frommer and Bert Gall argue that separation 

from other establishments is not necessary and 

that food truck regulations should be narrowly 

tailored to legitimate health, safety, and wel-

fare concerns, not regulate competition (2012).

The American Heart Association has also 

looked at location issues related to mobile 

food vending. They report that several commu-

nities across the country prohibit mobile food 

vending within a certain distance of schools (or 

nity and often is related to where mobile food 

vending is permitted. Some communities allow 

food trucks on public property but prohibit 

overnight parking. Where on-street parking is at 

a premium, communities may consider allow-

ing food trucks to utilize public parking spaces 

for the same duration as other parked vehicles. 

Chicago requires food trucks to follow posted 

meter time restrictions, with no more than two 

hours in one location. In addition, the city also 

limits mobile food vending to two hours on 

private property (§4-8). 

In contrast, some communities allow food 

trucks on private property for up to 30 days or 

more at one location. For example, Grand Rapids 

allows concession sales for up to 200 consecu-

tive days over 12 calendar months (§5.9.32.K.6). 

Regulations like this may impact vendors 

in terms of the types of food that can be sold 

and the manner in which they are prepared, 

especially when preparation is done on-site. 

Communities may wish to consider whether the 

allowed duration is reasonable for food ven-

dors as well as adjacent property owners.

retention and recruitment? Are there any areas 

in the community where the population is un-

derserved by food choices? Planners can take 

these concerns to the community and invite 

residents and business owners to share their 

thoughts on where mobile food vending might 

be appropriate and desirable. 

Some communities make a distinction 

between vending on public property, which 

often requires a license but is not regulated by 

zoning, and private property, which often re-

quires a temporary use permit and is regulated 

by the zoning ordinance. When permitted on 

private property, zoning standards should re-

quire evidence of property owner approval. 

at school release times) to limit the sometimes 

nutritionally challenged food choices avail-

able (2012). Woodland, California, prohibits 

mobile food vending within 300 feet of a 

public or private school, but will allow them on 

school property when approved by the school 

(§14-15). It a different twist, the Minneapolis 

Public School System introduced a food truck 

program this year to offer free nutritious meals 

to students during the summer months at four 

different sites in Minneapolis (Martinson 2013).

Duration
The length of time food trucks are permitted 

to stay in one place varies widely by commu-

Goods Available for Sale
Some communities, like College Station, Texas, 

are very specific that the goods sold from mo-

bile vending to be food related (§4-20). This 

is often borne of a desire to start with mobile 

vending on a limited basis to gauge its impact. 

As mobile food trucks become more prevalent, 

surely people will explore the ideas of start-

ing other types of businesses in this format. 

Communities may wish to consider the ques-

tions raised earlier about location and assess 

whether or not it makes sense to allow other 

goods in addition to food to be sold in desig-

nated areas. For example, Ferndale, Michigan, 

allows a variety of wares to be sold by a mobile 

This food truck rally in Royal Oak, Michigan, illustrates how a gathering of food trucks can activate an otherwise 

underutilized space.

Rodney A
rroyo/Clearzoning
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vendor, including apparel, jewelry, household 

goods, and furnishings (§§7-73–82). That 

might be just the place for book publisher 

Penguin Group (USA) to take its recently intro-

duced first mobile bookstore, which aims to 

make books accessible where big box retailers 

aren’t located (Edsall 2013).

Number of Units in One Location 
Some communities that are getting on board 

with mobile food vending have started allow-

ing them to congregate for certain events and 

activities. For example, Royal Oak, Michigan, 

started a food truck “rally” at their indoor farm-

ers market during colder months. It is a good 

way to utilize the facility as well as provide 

entertaining food options for city residents. 

It has now become a great family event every 

month year-round, with musical entertainment, 

bouncy houses, and face painting. The city lim-

its the rally to no more than 10 different trucks 

with a variety of cuisine for the whole family. 

units to function on private property as a 

single business. To address potential negative 

impacts, each mobile food court must have its 

own on-site manager, who is responsible for 

the maintenance of the area (§5.406).

Trash 
The type of standards for trash removal and 

upkeep will vary depending on the location and 

duration of the vending. Most communities 

require waste receptacles for every mobile food 

vending unit and some further require waste to 

be removed from a site daily. Keep in mind that 

where communities allow seating along with 

the mobile food unit, people will generate more 

trash on-site than in situations where there is 

no seating provided and people take their food 

(and trash) to go.

Hours of Operation 
Some communities limit hours of operation to 

around lunchtime (e.g., 10:30 a.m. until 3:30 

trucks on private property, communities typi-

cally require the vendor to ensure that there 

is sufficient parking available for its use and 

any other uses on the site, including the space 

taken up by the unit itself. Some cities allow 

public parking areas to be utilized for food 

trucks, and may even allow metered parking 

spaces to be used provided the related meter 

fees are paid. For example, Minneapolis al-

lows a mobile vendor to park at no more than 

two metered spaces, as long as they are not 

short-term spaces and are not located within 

100 feet of an existing restaurant or sidewalk 

cafe—unless the restaurant owner gives con-

sent (§188.485.c.7).

Licenses and Permits
Most communities require permits or licenses 

regardless of whether the trucks operate on 

public or private property. It is also common 

for the community to reference compliance 

with other codes, particularly state or local 

health codes. These other codes can impact 

how trucks operate. For example, California’s 

Health and Safety Code re-

quires trucks to have hand-

washing stations if food is 

prepared in the truck, but 

does not require them on 

trucks selling only prepack-

aged foods like frozen des-

serts (§114311).

Some communities 

cap the number of licenses 

available for food trucks to 

limit their impact, but many 

others do not. Grand Rapids 

requires a temporary use permit, subject to 

planning commission approval, and gives 

standards for consideration (§5.9.32.K.18), 

including an assessment asking “[w]ill the 

proposed stand, trailer, wagon or vehicle 

contribute  

to the general aesthetic of the business dis-

trict and include high quality materials and 

finishes?” 

Site Amenities 
Some communities specify that no tables 

or chairs are permitted, or if they are, then 

sanitary facilities are also required. There 

may be flexibility in the permitted arrange-

ments for such facilities (for example, hav-

ing permission to use such facilities within 

a reasonable distance of the mobile unit). 

Frisco, Texas, prohibits connections to po-

According to Market Master Shelly Mazur, “It’s 

nice to be able to offer a family-friendly event 

in a climate-controlled building with renovated 

bathrooms and seating.” 

On the other hand, in its 2010 ordinance, 

the city of Zillah, Washington, banned mobile 

food vending altogether, declaring it a “nui-

sance,” and finding that “when mobile ven-

dors congregate in the same area, the height-

ened intensity of use negatively impacts the 

surrounding area, particularly by increased 

trash” (§8.32). Fort Worth tackled this issue 

head-on, defining a group of food trucks as a 

“mobile food court” when two or more mobile 

vending units congregate. They allow these 

p.m.), and others allow sales from early in the 

morning to late in the evening (e.g., 7 a.m. until 

10 p.m.). Some communities place no time 

limits on these operations in the zoning regula-

tions. Again, consider where these units will 

be permitted and the potential conflicts with 

adjacent uses. 

Parking and Circulation 
Given the mobility of these vendors, they by 

necessity are typically located in parking areas. 

Whether in public spaces or a private parking 

lot, it is important to ensure sufficient parking 

for existing uses to prevent an undue burden 

on bricks-and-mortar establishments. For food 

Site amenities like 

tables and chairs 

are often easier to 

accommodate on 

private property 

than in a public 

right-of-way.
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Lighting 
Lighting is not as commonly addressed as other 

issues, especially if a mobile food vending unit 

is located in an existing developed area, but it 

is likely presumed that other applicable lighting 

requirements appropriate to the location are 

to be followed. Consider adjacent uses and the 

impact of light trespass and glare. For example, 

Grand Blanc Township requires mobile food 

vending units to be lit with available site light-

ing. No additional exterior lighting is allowed 

unless permitted by the zoning board of appeals 

upon finding that proposed exterior lighting 

mounted to the mobile vending unit will not spill 

over on to adjacent residential uses as mea-

sured at the property line (§7.4.9.F.10).

TESTING, FOLLOW-UP, AND ENFORCEMENT
One of the nice things about mobile food vending 

is that it is really easy for a community to put a toe 

in the water and test the impact of regulations on 

mobile food vendors, other community business-

es, and the public, and to adjust the regulations 

as appropriate. The Metropolitan Government of 

Nashville-Davidson County, Tennessee, initiated a 

test phase beginning April 2012 that will provide 

evaluative data for a successful mobile food ven-

dor program. The program will initially be operated 

under a temporary permit issued by the Metro 

Public Works Permit Office for two specified zones, 

the downtown core and outside of it. Oakland, 

California, has a pilot program for “Food Vending 

Group Sites,” defined as “the stationary operation 

of three (3) or more ‘mobile food vendors’ clus-

tered together on a single private property site, 

public property site, or within a specific section of 

public right-of-way” (§5.51).

Before embarking on extensive zoning re-

writes, review the suggested considerations with 

the community to anticipate and plan for appropri-

ate ways to incorporate this use in a reasonable 

way. Mobile food vending is on the rise all over the 

country, from urban sites to the suburbs. When 

regulated appropriately, mobile food vending can 

bring real benefits to a community, including jobs, 

new businesses, fresh food, and vitality.
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Question was raised why the applicant is choosing to remove the lot line.  City Planner Abboud said 

his understanding is it’s to protect their peace and harmony.  

 

It was confirmed that the 15 foot utility easement is addressed in the plat note. 

 

HIGHLAND/SLONE MOVED TO ADOPT STAFF REPORT PL 14-11 BAYVEIW GARDENS SUBDIVISION 

ADDITION 2 PRELIMINARY PLAT WITH STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS.  

 

There was no discussion.   

 

VOTE: NON OBJECTION: UNANIMOUS CONSENT 

 

Motion carried.  

 

Pending Business 

 

A. Staff Report PL 14-12, Comp Plan Amendment – Considerations for rezoning property in the  

 Baycrest area 

 

City Planner Abboud reviewed the staff report. 

 

The Commission discussed the area and its current zoning in relation to what is expected with the 

Comp Plan in the area coming down the hill.  There isn’t any water and sewer in the area and it isn’t 

expected any time soon.  The conditions have changed up there but there doesn’t seem to be a logical 

way to link the different zoning together in the area.   They recognized that aside from the previous 

concerns about the Bayview Inn property, there hasn’t been a big push for changes in the area and it 

would be beneficial to hear from property owners if they want to see changes in the area. 

 

It was noted that Council asked them to review the area based on political pressure they got from 

people with respect to the Bayview Inn who wanted an exception for the use.  

 

STROOZAS/BOS MOVED TO POSTPONE THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT FOR 

CONSIDERATION OF REZONING PROPERTY IN THE BAYCREST AREA TO A FUTURE DATE.  

 

There was discussion that the City Planner could bring back some ideas about putting a notice out to 

property owners so they can respond to it.  

 

VOTE: YES: HIGHLAND, STEAD, VENUTI, STROOZAS, SLONE, BOS 

 

Motion carried. 

 

B. Staff Report PL 14-13, Itinerant Merchants and Mobile Food Service vendors 

 

City Planner Abboud reviewed the staff report. He explained that mobile food vendors are challenging 

here because in most cases it is a business that parks on a lot and doesn’t move for the summer.  

Mobile food trucks generally drive around to different places throughout their day. He addressed how 

89
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the definitions of Itinerant Merchant and Mobile Food Vendor overlap in the code.  Some things to 

discuss are how to allow it or whether to permit it so it is clearer what people can do; whether to 

extend the Itinerant Merchant license be longer than 60 days; or whether to consider proximity to 

other businesses they compete with.   

 

There was discussion that mobile food vendors are popular in larger urban areas. We don’t have many 

in our area, but as Homer grows that could likely change.  In larger areas they move around and their 

customer base grows and moves with them.  It could be an issue in a town the size of Homer.  

Suggestions included: 

 

• Extend permit to 120 days, annually. 

• Gather more information about DEC requirements. 

• Should there be a different requirement or temporary permit for a mobile type vendor that is 

staying on a site? 

• Mobile Food Vendor should be treated same as Itinerant Merchant. 

• Mobile Food Vendors need have a trash bin associated with their services. 

• Change Definition of Mobile Food Service to include they can only stay in one location for no 

more than two hours, then they have to move.  

• Shouldn’t be allowed to operate within 10 feet of a surface intended for thru-vehicular traffic. 

• It should be written into the permit that prior to leaving a site the operator has to clean up any 

litter. 

• Can’t operate within XX number of feet of a restroom due to sanitary reasons. 

• Address lighting and signage 

• Need to get public input.  

 

The Commission agreed by consensus to extend the meeting until 10:00 p.m. 

 

The Commission had more general discussion about mobile food vendors and agreed to discuss this 

further at a March worksession.  

 

C. Staff Report PL 14-14, Safe Street Standards 

 

Chair Venuti noted the Commission discussed Safe Street Standards during their worksession.  

 

New Business 

 

None 

 

Informational Materials 

 

A. City Manager’s Reports from January 13 and 27, 2014 City Council meetings 
 

Comments of the Audience 
Members of the audience may address the Commission on any subject.  (3 minute time limit)    
 

None 
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STAFF REPORT PL 14-25 

 

TO:  Homer Advisory Planning Commission (HAPC) 

THROUGH: Rick Abboud, City Planner 

FROM:  Dotti Harness-Foster, Planning Technician 

MEETING: March 5, 2014 

SUBJECT: Itinerant Merchants (IM) and Mobile Food Service Vendors (MFS).   

 

The Itinerant Merchants (IM) and Mobile Food Service vendors (MFS) conversation is multi-layered and is 

bound together with multiple City departments and DEC’s Food Safety and Sanitation standards.  The 

purpose of this staff report is to provide an update to the Commission.  No action is needed at this time.   

 

At the Feb. 5, 2013 the Commission directed staff to explore:  

 

1. Allowing food vendors to connect to  water/sewer connections, 

2. Extending  an  Itinerant Merchant license from 60 days to 120 days per calendar year, and 

3. License information about Department of Environment Conservation’s (DEC) Food Safety and 

Sanitation Program. 

 

Water/sewer connections:  The Planning Office and the Public Works Department will work together to 

identify if/when a Mobile Food Vendors can connect to City water/sewer. These standards are in Title 14 

Public Services.   

 

60 days to 120 days per calendar year: The Planning Office and the Police Department will work together 

to identify the pros and cons of extending the time period for an Itinerant Merchant license from 60 days to 

120 days per calendar year.   Mobile Food Vendors can operate year-round, year-after-year with no limits on 

the number of days per year, HCC 8.11.050.  Why these timelines are different, I don’t know.  These 

standards are in Title 8 Permits, Licenses and Regulations which is administered by the Police Department.   

DEC: has a statewide program to monitor, inspection and license Mobile Food Service Units.  In a nutshell, 

the licensing program requires basic health, sanitation with nearby garbage containers.   DEC allows 

connection to public water and sewer regardless of the length of stay, a kiosk, a mobile unit with wheels, on 

the move, or not.  Granted water/sewer connections can be expensive, but there are sites where stub-outs 

are available, yet our standards don’t allow connection.   

To avoid getting into the weeds of Type 1, Type 2, sink compartments, Food Worker Cards and safe food 

handling protocols, attached is an outline of DEC’s Food Safety & Sanitation Program and the Application 

for Food Establishment Permit.   
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Locations:  Mobile Food Vendors are allowed on private property and must be setback 15 ft from rights-of-

way, HCC 8.11.070.  A Mobile Food Vendor may not operate in front or immediately adjacent to an 

established business offering the same or similar commodities, HCC 8.11.070.  There are no location 

standards for Itinerant Merchants. 

Restrooms:  The City has no standards for proximity to restrooms.  The DEC application asks that a toilet 

(for employees) be within 200 ft.  Ideally there are public restrooms nearby, but it’s not a requirement. 

Signs:  These small structures are allowed 30 sf of signage.   

Next steps:  No action is needed at this time.  Staff will explore possible solutions with the Public Works 

Department and the Police Department and report back to the Commission. 

Att:   DEC’s Food Safety & Sanitation Program  

DEC’s Application for Food Establishment Permit.   
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water quality that much.  The purpose of the area is exclusively to protect the water, aside from that, 

it’s outside the city.  

 

They reviewed the area designated as GC2 and discussed heliport and helipad uses.   

 

SLONE MOVED TO COMBINE THE TWO TERMS AND CALL THEM HELICOPTER OPERATIONS IN 

CONJUNCTION WITH CUP’S. 

 

Motion failed for lack of a second. 

 

City Planner Abboud said they can continue to work on this topic at future meetings. 

 

C. Staff Report PL 14-25, Itinerant Merchant (IM) and Mobile Food Service Vendors (MFS) 

 

City Planner Abboud reviewed the staff report that included feedback from their February 5th meeting. 

This is an update and staff will continue to explore solutions with Public Works and the Police 

Department, and then report back to the Commission. 

 

The Commission didn’t have additional input. At their last meeting they had talked about having a 

hearing in the spring to get feedback from interested parties. 

 

New Business 

 

None 

 

Informational Materials 

 
A. KPB Plat Committee Notice of Postponement Re: Barnett’s South Slope Subdivision Quiet 

Creek Park Preliminary Plat   

B. KPB Planning Commission Notice of Subdivision/Replat Re: Barnett’s South Slope Sub Quiet 

Creek Park  

C. Email from KPB Platting Staff to Homer Planning Staff with revised Quiet Creek Preliminary Plat  

D. City Manager’s Report from the February 24, 2014 City Council Meeting   
 

Comments of the Audience 
Members of the audience may address the Commission on any subject.  (3 minute time limit)    
 

None 

 

Comments of Staff 

 

There were no staff comments.  

 

Comments of the Commission 

 

Commissioner Highland wanted to make sure that the storm water and green infrastructure will be 

put on the agenda.  
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Staff Report 14-35 

TO:   Homer Advisory Planning Commission  

FROM:   Julie Engebretsen, Deputy City Planner 

DATE:   April 16, 2014 

SUBJECT: Discussion on moving a lot line in the Bridge Creek Watershed Protection District, 

decreasing the size of a lot. 

 

Requested action: Discuss the concept of moving lot lines, based on watershed boundaries. 

Introduction 

Mr. Treat owns the property and home at 1270 Don’s Drive. He is requesting two actions from the 

Commission. Mr. Treat applied for exclusion from the BCWPD and there is a separate staff report for the 

Commission’s consideration. This staff report deals only with the concept of moving lot lines, so they follow 

the watershed boundaries.  

 

Mr. Treat hired a surveyor, who provided a schematic of both of Mr. Treat’s properties. The surveyor 

provided one foot contour information from a field survey, and drainage arrows showing the direction of 

surface runoff.  The drawing shows a proposed shifting of the common lot line, to follow the watershed 

boundaries. (This is not a preliminary plat, its for discussion only). This shift would create one larger lot 

completely outside the watershed regulations if SR 14-34 is approved, and one smaller lot within the 

district.  This lot line shift is not currently allowed under the BCWPD regulations. 

 

Analysis 

Currently, code only allows for an exemption from the watershed regulations if the entire lot drains away 

from the watershed. Mr. Treat would like to shift the lot lines, to increase the size of Lot 4 (labeled as 4A). 

This would decrease the size of the existing Lot 5. This parcel is already nonconforming because it is less 

than the 4.5 acre minimum lot size of the BCWPD. Shifting the lot line would increase this nonconformity, 

which is not allowed by HCC 21.40.135(b). However, staff thinks since exclusions from the district are 

allowed in code, it is reasonable for the Commission to consider if it is appropriate for lots to be replatted 

along the watershed boundaries. Lots would still need to meet the minimum lot sizes required by Kenai 

Peninsula Borough Code, and the Rural Residential District when in the City. It may also be reasonable to 

consider exempting a portion of a lot from the watershed boundary, and not require a subdivision. 

 

Ultimately, Mr. Treat would like to build a shop. Since he owns adjoining lots, he has identified two options: 

 

 1. Build a small home and the shop on the northern lot, within the watershed, or  
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2. If SR 14-34 is approved, shift the lot lines, and build the shop on the same lot as his home. His home 

and shop would be on one lot, outside the watershed. The northern lot would still be large enough for 

a small home in the future.  

 

Staff thinks this is an appropriate situation for the Commission to consider.  If the Commission agrees with 

the concept of shifting watershed boundaries based on drainage, staff can draft a code amendment, and 

Mr. Treat can eventually pursue a replat. If the Commission disagrees with this approach, Mr. Treat can still 

pursue development on his northern lot. 

 

 

Staff Recommendation:  

 

Please discuss the concept of  

1. Allowing lots to be platted along watershed boundaries, which may result in lots less than 4.5 acres 

within the watershed. 

2. Allowing a portion of a lot to be excluded from the watershed boundary. 

 

 

Attachments 

1.            Proposed lot configuration
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MANAGER’S REPORT 
March 24, 2014 

 
TO:          MAYOR WYTHE / HOMER CITY COUNCIL 
 
FROM:    WALT WREDE 
 
UPDATES / FOLLOW-UP  
 
NOTE: Some of these items appeared in the last report. I have updated them and brought 
them back in case the Council wanted to discuss.  
 

1. Parks and Recreation Needs Assessment: The Parks and Recreation Commission will hold 
a special meeting on Thursday, March 20 to discuss the Needs Assessment. The 
Commission has been briefed on this project before but this meeting is significant 
because it will be the first public meeting and hearing focused mainly on the needs 
assessment. The focus will be on the mission statement and the goals for the research 
project. This is the first big chance for the pubic to weigh in. On March 24, the PARC 
Committee will meet to finalize the draft RFP in anticipation of it going out at the end of 
the month. 

2. Citizens Academy: We are now moving into session 5 on Thursday the 20th. The focus of 
this session will be the Police and Fire Departments. Presentations will start at City Hall 
and then tours will be given for the two facilities. Last week’s session at Public Works 
seemed to be well received. The participants seemed particularly interested in the Sewer 
Treatment Plant, and we spent a lot of time there.  

3. Kachemak Bay Research Reserve Funding Threatened:  Work continues in the attempt to 
get state funding restored, at least for the next year so that a new State partner can be 
identified. An effort to restore the money to the Senate Operating Budget ppeared to be 
successful at the time this was written. Senator Micciche, Senator Stevens and 
Representative Seaton are working hard to get the funding restored. The City is providing 
staff and lobbying support where appropriate.  Some of the information provided is 
attached. 

4. Intergovernmental Agreement with Kachemak City. Attached is a letter from Kachemak 
City regarding sewer rates for your information. At the time this report was written, I had 
not yet responded. My intent is to send a letter confirming that we have accepted partial 
payment, a statement of the balance owed, and the amount of interest that will be 
applied to the unpaid balance. 

5. Bay Welding / Overhead Power Lines / Kachemak Drive and East End Road Area. 
Attached is a letter from Bay Welding Services which is signed and endorsed by 13 
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businesses which are located and do business in the general area of the Northern 
Enterprises Boat Yard. Overhead power lines in the area are restricting business 
operations and potential growth, expansion, and diversification. The businesses cannot 
afford to pay the entire cost of putting the lines underground themselves. HEA has 
policies and tariffs it needs to follow and it cannot simply absorb this cost and pass it on 
to ratepayers. Bay Welding is looking for some sort of compromise solution and because 
this could have significant economic development implications, is asking the City for 
assistance. Please let me know how and if you would like the City to proceed.  

6. HERC Building: At the last meeting we discussed the land allocation plan. During that 
discussion, one of the things that came up was whether we could put out an RFP to lease 
the HERC Building. I could not remember, and my notes were not clear, whether this was 
just a general discussion, or whether the Council as a body wanted us to do that. I think 
the discussion was during the workshop and I do remember some talk about bringing a 
resolution authorizing an RFP to this meeting or attaching words to that effect to the 
land allocation plan approval resolution which is before you. If Council wishes to do this, I 
hope we can have some discussion first.  It seems like we are moving on too many tracks 
all at once when it comes to the HERC building. I would suggest that we wait at least until 
the Public Safety Building site selection process is complete before we RFP again. A long 
term lease where the lessee makes significant improvements to the building is 
inconsistent with using the site for a public safety building. Short term leases for uses 
that pass Fire Marshall muster could work if that is what the Council had in mind.  

7. Employee Health Insurance: You will recall that we discussed bringing the employee 
health insurance issue back to you at around mid-year. The idea was to address the issue 
before we started budget preparation in the fall. Right now, we are targeting the first 
meeting in August or a special meeting / workshop on an off-Monday (preferable). This 
would be a workshop forum. Jeff Paxton, our broker would be present for a presentation. 
The idea would be to present the data we have for the first 8 months of the new plan to 
look at impacts on costs and employee utilization. We would also present you with the 
bids we have received from private sector insurance companies. The goal would be for 
Council to be able to make an informed decision going forward re: staying self insured vs. 
the private sector. Starting the process this early will help with budget preparation, will 
give us time to make all of the necessary transfers, and give employees adequate notice. 

8. PERS: As you know, the Governor has proposed transferring $3 billion into the PERS 
account to reduce the unfunded liability, reduce future payments, and improve the 
state’s credit rating. The Council has passed a resolution in support of this. The 
Legislature is currently discussing this proposal. One proposal that is being discussed is 
raising the municipal contribution from 22% to 24% in exchange for transferring the $ 3 
Billion. This idea is being opposed by AML and the Muni’s. If this proposal were to be 
implemented, it would cost the City an additional $114,000 per year. Not good. 

9. Kachemak Drive: Enstar is having difficulty obtaining the easements it needs to construct 
the proposed gasline along Kachemak Drive. Some property owners say they will only 
grant easements if the line is bored in front of their property (expensive). Some are just 
flat refusing to grant an easement. At last report, they had about 75% of the easements 
they needed but the remainder parcels are difficult. If this issue is not resolved in a timely 
manner, it could mean that some or all of Kachemak Drive might not receive gas as part 
of this assessment district. Kachemak Drive is part of Phase II and it will be one of the 
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most expensive sections in the City. Putting this line in now as part of the assessment 
district is a real bargain and it will be tough to explain to the property owners who want it 
that they might not get it because a handful of their neighbors are not inclined to be 
cooperative. The project is due to wrap up in late August. Pushing the Kachemak Drive 
work off to year 3 is not a viable option for a variety of reasons including cost, contractual 
obligations, and loan agreements with the Borough.   

10. Washington DC Trip: The City of Homer prevailed in the Auction Block v. City of Homer 
case as was previously reported. Auction Block has decided to appeal that decision. A 
hearing for oral argument has been scheduled before the Federal Maritime Commission 
on April 3, in Washington DC. City Attorney Holly Wells has requested that I be present 
for the hearing. While there, I will also take the opportunity to visit with the 
Congressional Delegation to discuss capital projects and federal issues of concern to the 
Homer City Council. I will take some personal leave while on the East Coast, in part to 
attend a memorial service, and will be back in the office on April 16. I will miss the April 14 
Council meeting.     
 

 
    

 
 
 

ATTACHMENTS 
 
1. Letter from Kachemak City RE: Sewer Rates 
2. KBBR information provided to Legislature 
3. Letter From Bay Welding 
4. Cook Inlet Oil and Gas Lease Sale 
5. Kenai Peninsula Tourism Marketing Council Bed Tax Proposal 
6. Finance Department Info 
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KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH PLAT COMMITTEE 
GEORGE A. NAVARRE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 

144 NORTH BINKLEY STREET 
SOLDOTNA, ALASKA  99669 

 
6:30 p.m.   March 24, 2014 

 
Tentative Agenda 

 
A. CALL TO ORDER 
 
B. ROLL CALL 
 
C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA, EXCUSED ABSENCES, AND MINUTES 

  
 1. Agenda 
 
 2. Member/Alternate Excused Absences 
 
 3. Minutes  
 

a. March 10, 2014 Plat Committee Minutes 
 
 

D. PUBLIC COMMENT 
(Items other than those appearing on the agenda.  Limited to five minutes per speaker 
unless previous arrangements are made.) 

 
E. SUBDIVISION PLAT PUBLIC HEARINGS 

1.  
   1. Seater View Subdivision ........................................................................... 1 
    KPB File 2009-085     [Integrity/Seater] 
    Location:  North of Kenai Spur Hwy in Nikiski  
    Postponed from September 13, 2010 Mtg. 

 
F. FINAL SUBDIVISION PLAT PUBLIC HEARING 

 
  G. OTHER / NEW BUSINESS 

   
H. MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION -- NO ACTION REQUIRED 

 
I. ADJOURNMENT 
 

NEXT REGULARLY SCHEDULED MEETING 
NEW LOCATION FOR THIS MEETING ONLY 

The next regularly scheduled Plat Committee meeting will be held Monday, April 14, 
2014 in the Quarterdeck Room of Lands End Resort, 4786 Homer Spit Road, Homer, 
Alaska at 144 North Binkley, Soldotna, Alaska at 5:30 p.m. 

 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

Phone: 907-714-2215          Fax: 907-714-2378 
Phone:  toll free within the Borough 1-800-478-4441, extension 2215 

e-mail address: planning@borough.kenai.ak.us 
web site:  www.borough.kenai.ak.us/planningdept 

MEMBERS: 
 
Paulette Bokenko-
Carluccio 
City of Seldovia 
Term Expires 2015 
 
Sandra Holsten 
East Peninsula 
Term Expires 2016 
 
Harry Lockwood 
Ridgeway 
Term Expires 2016 
 
Robert Ruffner 
Clam Gulch/Kasilof 
Term Expires 2015 

 
 
ALTERNATES: 
 
Mari Anne Gross 
Southwest Borough 
Term Expires 2014 
 
James Isham 
Sterling 
Term Expires 2015 
 
Jason Tauriainen 
Northwest Borough 
Term Expires 2014 
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